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Introduction

Dear brothers and sisters,

We are pleased to herewith submit the "International Interchurch
Conference Report". It is hoped that this Kyiv Report will be received as a
working document going beyond a mere technical document and that the
substance of this Report will very widely be given serious consideration
and be applied in our daily humanitarian and human rights work. The
intention is that the selected content and the format, but also the fact that
the Kyiv Report is made available in two languages of the Kyiv Conference
– separate issues in English and Russian – will facilitate and support the
use as a working document. All information on the Conference, including
this Report, is further available on the Web-Page of the Kyiv Conference of
All-Ukrainian Charitable Fund “Faith.Hope.Love.” the official co-organiser
of the Conference http://www.fhl.org.ua
This Report includes a first reflection of numerous actions and
initiatives taken by Churches as part of the follow-up process.
Thanks go to all participants and speakers for the important
contributions to the lively exchange. We are grateful to Church of Sweden,
Finchurchaid, ICCO, Norwegian Church Aid, International organization for
migration (Mission in Ukraine), and USAID who through their financial
support made this conference possible.
With love and respect,
Dr. Torsten Moritz,

Protodeacon Ioann Didenko,

Project Secretary,
Head of the Organising commetee,
Churches' Commission for Migrants Director of the All-Ukrainian
Charity Fund “Faith. Hope. Love.”
in Europe
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Kyiv photo report

Photo 1. The first day of the Conference is going on.

Photo 2. Conference participants. General picture.
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Photo 3. Working group session.

Photo 4. Co-heads of the Conference. Dr.Torsten Moritz Project secretary of
Churches’ Commission for Migrants in Europe (in the centre), Director of the AllUkrainian Charitabble Fund “Faith.Hope.Love” (on the right), Head of the EasternEuropean office of World Council of Churches Miroslaw Matrenczyk (on the left).
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Kyiv Report
The International Interchurch Conference against Trafficking in
Human Beings “Current Activities, Challenges, Focus on Churches Work
in the Former USSR Countries”, took place in Kyiv (Ukraine) from 2 to 6
October 2002. It was the first official meeting of Churches representatives
from Armenia, Belarus, Russia, Moldova, Poland, Romania, Ukraine, state,
international non-governmental organisations. The Conference was hosted
by Churches’ Commission for migrants in Europe and All-Ukrainian
Charitable Fund “Faith.Hope.Love.”, and also was financially supported by
International Organization for Migration in Ukraine and United States
Agency for International Development (USAID). The Conference provided
the opportunity to discuss typical international and regional problems and
strategies answering trafficking problem appropriately and thereby to
exchange experience and best practices of Churches work in the European
region and former USSR countries, and to foster co-operation among them
and with other international partners.
25 participants from 16 delegations (see below List of participants) –
including Churches and non-governmental organisations – from the
Churches’ Commission for Migrants in Europe, Eastern-European office of
World Council of Churches, Ecumenical Association of Churches in
Romania, Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe, AllUkrainian Charitable Fund “Faith.Hope.Love.”, International Organisation
for Migration in Ukraine and Moldova, Ministry for Family, youth and
sports of Ukraine, Dept. for external relations of Moscow Patriarchate,
Christian Interchurch Diaconal Council, Union of Mercy Sisters of Belarus
Orthodox Church, Belarus State Pedagogical University, Moldavian
Christian Aid, Moldavian Orthodox church, Belarus Orthodox Church,
Ukrainian Orthodox Church were present.
The Kyiv Conference focused on two main themes, the one being
“focus on Churches work in the former USSR countries” and the other
being “perspective for the future work”. The reason for choosing these
themes was that both form a substantial part of the future daily work of all
actors involved. Irrespective of their different national contexts and
environments, structures and core competences, all participating Churches
are active in the anti-trafficking programs. Extent and complexity of the
problem involved put it beyond the capacity of a single organisation or a
single government to handle. Due to this multi-facetted problem a variety
of important actors is engaged in the field. Along with a whole range of
non-governmental organisations it is especially governments and the
international organisations playing prominent roles in coping-strategies.
However, the special role in the trafficking counteraction played by
Churches which have kept high trust level among population, have well
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organized hierarchical structure and present practically at all small and
greater settlements.
In the area of human trafficking all Churches are facing very similar
challenges in theological context. These actors pursue different approaches
from their respective focal points, geographical coverage and variety of
laymen. However, from a more holistic perspective they come close to a
comprehensive approach and have been invited to the Kyiv Conference for
this reason. The organisers of the Conference owe the representatives of
these Churches and institutions not only meaningful introductions to the
specific angles and points of interests of their institutions, but a nearly
comprehensive picture of the manifold facets and challenges – challenges
for the various actors, including in particular the Churches.
The Conference was structured in three parts (three working days):
- Working day 1: Understanding the problem, affirming the foundation of
our response;
- Working day 2: Stocktaking: the situation in the former USSR
countries. Challenges and perspectives of Regional and European
cooperation on trafficking: looking to the future;
Working day 3: Challenges and perspectives of Regional and
European cooperation on trafficking: looking to the future.
Special events and a social programme set the frame.
At the start of the opening representatives delivered speeches on the
main themes and the roles and functions of the Churches, emphasising
perspectives and setting the stage for the following work and discussions in
a European context. After the opening address by the Director of AllUkrainian Charitable Fund "Faith.Hope.Love.", the Secretary of the
Churches' Commission for Migrants in Europe gave an introductory
speech. The following keynote introductory speakers were representatives
from the Ministry for family, youth and sports of Ukraine, International
Organization for Migration in Ukraine. The following keynote speakers of
the first day were representatives from the Churches' Commission for
Migrants in Europe, Churches, and also the special lecturer who has opened
a theme of theological and practical answers of Churches on a problem of
human trafficking. In the end of the first working day the report on
Ukrainian Churches activities in the field of human trafficking
counteraction has been presented within the Strategy of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church against Trafficking.
The second day, following the formal opening procedures, speakers
from international organisations introduced into the substance of the two
main themes and sub-themes. They thus opened the way for the work of the
working groups on the sub-themes.
Day three was dedicated to active work in working groups
developing the corner stones and the substance of the Kyiv Resolution (see
below). The results and reports from the working groups were presented to
and discussed in the plenary on the last day, and the concluding Kyiv
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Resolution was presented by the working group and received by the
plenary. Also this day the report of the special representative of OSCE has
been presented. Then on behalf of all present the Head of organizing
committee of the Conference, having handed over gifts and certificates to
participants closed the Conference.
A guided tour through Kyiv and excursion to Kyiv-Pecherska Lavra
was part of the social programme that culminated in a colourful ‘farewell
evening’ at the best traditions of Ukrainian cooking.
Thus, the Kyiv Conference should serve as catalyst of a process
which has started before and which will lead to strengthening work of
Churches in human trafficking counteraction.
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The International Interchurch Conference against Trafficking in
Human Beings “Current Activities, Challenges, Focus on Churches
Work in the Former USSR Countries”
2-6 October 2007г.
____________________________________________________________
Program of the Conference
Tuesday, October 2nd, 2007
Day of arrivals
7:00-23:00

Participants arrival

Wednesday, October 3rd, 2007
Working day 1, Understanding the problem, affirming the foundation of
our response
8:00-9:00
9:00-11:00

Breakfast
Registration of all participants

11:00-11:30

Conference opening
Opening Prayer welcome by All Ukrainian Charitable
Foundation “Faith, Hope, love”, Churches’
Commission for Migrants in Europe and the World
Council of Churches.
Participants self introducing of all
Trafficking in Human Beings Definitions, Causes
Extent
Torsten Moritz, Churches’ Commission for Migrants in
Europe
Dinner
Presentations theological and practical reflection on
trafficking and the churches´ commitment against it
Archpriest Andrei Tkachov
Protodeacon Ioann Didenko
Coffee-break
Time for discussion and sharing
Supper
Sharing material, photos, etc., possibly personal witness
Evening prayer
Time for a walk

11:30-12:30

13:00-14:30
14:30-15:30

15:30-16:00
16:00-18:00
18:00-19:00
19:00-20:30
20:30
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Thursday, October 4th, 2007
Working day 2, Stocktaking: the situation in the former USSR countries.
Challenges and perspectives of Regional and European cooperation on
trafficking: looking to the future.
8:00-9:00
9:00-9:05

Breakfast
Morning prayer

9:05-9:15

Discussing the results of the Working day 1,
determining aims of the Working day 2
Trafficking in Human Beings in Ukraine: challenges
and responses
Anna Antonova, International Organization for
Migration Mission in Ukraine
Coffee-break
Moldavian Churches: how did the MC start developing
its work
Lilia Bulat, Moldavian Christian Aid
Involving Churches into trafficking Counteraction
Natalia Nikula, International Organization for
Migration Mission in Moldova
Romanian Orthodox Church: Pastoral considerations
and strategy
Elena Timofticiuc, Ecumenical Association of Churches
in Romania –AIDRom
Time for discussion
Dinner
Work of Armenia Inter-Church Round Table
Foundation
Rubina Devrikyan, Armenia Inter-Church Charitable
Round Table Foundation
General discussion on Churches work in the former
USSR countries against trafficking in human beings,
changing opinions, experience, working in the Working
group regime “What do we need – what we can
afford?”
Evening prayer
Supper
Time for a walk

9:15-10:00

10:30-11:00
11:00-11:30
11:30-12:00
12:00-12:30

12:30-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:30-15:00

15:00-18:00

18:00
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Friday, October 5th, 2007
Working day 3, Challenges and perspectives of Regional and European
cooperation on trafficking: looking to the future.
8:00-9:00
9:00-9:05
9:05-9:15
9:15-10:15
10:15-11:15
11:15-11:45
11:45-12:30
13:30-14:00
14:00

Breakfast
Morning prayer
Discussing the results of the Working day 2,
determining aims of the Working day 3
Human trafficking in Ukraine: State Response
Viktoria Sviatnenko, Ministry for family, youth and
sports of Ukraine
Reports of trafficking within former USSR, e.g.
Moldova to Russia (OSCE)
Alina Brasoveanu, OSCE
Coffee-break
Working group reports, approval of Kyiv Resolution.
Conference closing ceremony.
Heads of the working groups, all participants
Dinner
Field visit (projects of the UOC-MP) & excursion to
the Kyiv-Pecherska Lavra.
Supper outside combined with cultural event.

Saturday, October 6th, 2007
Day of departures
8:00-9:00
9:00

Breakfast
Free time
Participants departure

Working Languages: English and Russian
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List of participants of the International Interchurch Conference
against Trafficking in Human Beings “Current Activities, Challenges,
Focus on Churches Work in the Former USSR Countries”
1

Torsten Moritz
torsten.moritz@ccme .be

Churches' Commission for Migrants in
Europe

2

Miroslaw Matrenczyk
miroslaw@wcceeo.org

Eastern Europe Office World Council of
Churches Diakonia & Solidarity Team

Elena Timofticiuc
et@aidrom.eunet.ro
Alina Brasoveanu
Alina.Brasoveanu@odihr.pl
Protodeacon Ioann Didenko
i.didenko@fhl.org.ua
Hanna Antonova
hantonova@iom.kiev.ua
Viktoria Sviatnenko
sviato2006@ukr.net
Margarita Nelyubova
nelyubova@yandex.ru
Kalimullin Oleg
oleg_kalimullin@mail.ru
Maria Mohovikova
diz@cidc.ru
Zenkevitch Elena
ssmbel@nsys.by
Pleskacheva Natalia
Plesk30@rambler.ru
Kostukovich Inna
diakonicheski@mail.ru

Ecumenical Association of Churches in
Romania –AIDRom
Organization for Security and Co-operation
in Europe
All-Ukrainian Charity Fund
"Faith.Hope.Love"
International Organization for Migration in
Ukraine
Ministry for family, youth and sports of
Ukraine
Dept. for external church relations of
Moscow Patriarchate
Dept. for external church relations of
Moscow Patriarchate
Christian Interchurch Diaconal Council, StPetersburg
The Union of Sisters of Mercy of
Belarus Orthodox Church

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Lilia Bulat bulat@aid.md
Fr. Oleg Pascal
olegmeister@gmail.com
Natalia Mozer
Natalia Nikula
nnicula@iom.int
Rubina Devrikyan
rubina@etchmiadzin.am
Fr. Andrey Pinchuk
andrewpinchuk@mail.ru

Belarus State Pedagogical University, Ph.D.
Vitebsk diocese, Belarus
Moldavian Christian Aid
Moldavian Orthodox Church
Moldova
International Organization for Migration in
Moldova
Armenia Inter-Church Charitable Round
Table Foundation
Ukrainian Orthodox Church
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20
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Fr. Andrey Krylov
krylos@mail.ru
Fr. Vladislav Dihanov or
world@mail.ru
Fr. Anatoly Shapoval
adversarius@freemail.ru
Fr. Andrey Tkachev

Ukrainian Orthodox Church
Ukrainian Orthodox Church
Ukrainian Orthodox Church
Ukrainian Orthodox Church
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Kyiv Resolution
Elaborated by the working group and received by the Conference plenary
We, the delegates of the International Interchurch Conference are
concerned by a problem of human trafficking promptly developing in
Ukraine and other countries of former countries of Soviet Union. It is
impossible to solve this problem alone. Therefore we address to all
organizations able to bring the contribution in counteraction of this
problem, first of all to the Government of Ukraine, All-Ukrainian Council
of Churches and the religious organizations, to the International
organizations facing this problem,
We address to all people of good will, brothers and sisters on
belief, to representatives of the Government and a civil society and we
stretch hands for cooperation and partnership - only together we can give
the worthy answer to this challenge.
Having the big spiritual influence on the population, especially in a
countryside, and access to all layers of the population, Churches and
religious organizations should participate actively in actions on
counteraction in human trafficking:
- To the Clergy of the Ukrainian Churches and religious organizations
to state a church estimation to the present phenomenon and to
address with the message to true children of the Churches about a
problem of human trafficking;
- To form the benevolent relation to victims and to promote the open
discussion of human trafficking questions in order to prevent new
cases of human trafficking;
- To renounce condemnation, neglects, ignoring, and silence,
indifference to existing problem and to the people who have suffered
from the human trafficking;
- To show the responsibility and initiative in trafficking counteraction
in a place of your service;
- To include programs on preventive maintenance, emotional and
spiritual support, consultation and care in actions of social activity of
religious communities;
- Churches should inform persistently their point of view and position
concerning human trafficking problem up to the State and a society
at all levels.
We address to the Government of Ukraine, state and to non-profit
organizations with offers:
- To inform the society with understanding the trafficking as a gap of
spiritual, moral and cultural values but not only economic, because
human trafficking is promoted by propagation of a consumer and
immoral way of life;
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- Being based on principles of social partnership of the State and
Churches to promote spiritual and social activity of Churches and the
religious organizations, as to the important component of effective
trafficking counteraction;
- To develop prophylactic programs propagandizing spiritual, moral,
cultural and family values, fidelity in marriage and responsible
behavior;
- To promote children’s education, since early age, in spirit of respect
to family and to cultural wealth, and also a responsible civic stand;
- To promote crucial position of mass media which will propagandize
spiritual and family values in a society as the important component
of prevention of human trafficking cases.
Realizing the responsibility before the God and people, Churches and
religious organizations of Ukraine consider the duty not only to state a
spiritually-ethical trafficking estimation, but also to develop the common
concept and strategy of actions directed on overcoming of all set of
problems connected with human trafficking.
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Annex I
The Strategy of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church
against Trafficking
(PROJECT)
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The Strategy of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church against
Trafficking
The purpose of the Strategy:
To make contribution into trafficking counteraction, and also to
promote increase in efficiency of preventive maintenance human
trafficking, to revealing victims, granting the help and supports.
To coordinate participation of clerics and laymen in preventive
maintenance and struggle against human trafficking that demands
informing on the basic features of this phenomenon.
To coordinate Church actions structures of different levels: as the
modern situation is in many respects new to Church and has the
specificity.
To achieve the purposes of the Strategy it is necessary to solve
following tasks:
1. To strengthen potential of Church in the sphere of preventive
maintenance of human trafficking in Ukraine.
2. To increase a role of Church in the programs of human trafficking
counteraction in Ukraine.
3. To strengthen role of Church in revealing victims of human
trafficking.
4. To lower a level of stigmatization of victims of human trafficking.
5. To strengthen potential of Church in granting the help of victims of
human trafficking.
Task 1. To strengthen potential of Church in the sphere of preventive
maintenance of human trafficking in Ukraine.
Directions of activity:
- Coordination and strengthening of Church potential initiatives (arrivals,
sisterhoods, brotherhoods, the charitable organizations cooperating with
Church), working in sphere of human trafficking counteraction in Ukraine.
- Increase of clerics, students of theological institutions and laymen
knowledge in questions of human trafficking counteraction in Ukraine.
- Strengthening cooperation with the governmental and nongovernmental
organizations in sphere of human trafficking counteraction in Ukraine.
Task 2. To increase a role of Church in the programs of human
trafficking counteraction in Ukraine.
Directions of activity:
- Strengthening cooperation with the governmental and nongovernmental
organizations in sphere in sphere of human trafficking counteraction in
Ukraine.
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- Increase of knowledge and maintenance with the information on a
problem of in sphere of human trafficking counteraction in the environment
of clerics and laymen.
- Support, expansion, coordination of Church programs of human
trafficking counteraction and Church preventive programs.
Task 3. To strengthen role of Church in revealing victims of human
trafficking.
Directions of activity:
- Increase of knowledge and maintenance with the information on a
problem of in sphere of human trafficking counteraction in the environment
of clerics and laymen.
- The Sermon, as a voice of church: (mass-media, private/individual
conversations and public schools lectures).
- Improvement of knowledge and skills of clerics, and also maintenance
with their methodology for consultation.
- Strengthening cooperation with the governmental and nongovernmental
organizations rendering the professional help to victims.
Task 4. Decreasing the level of stigmatization of trafficking victims
among clerics and laymen.
Directions of activity:
- Initiation and support of Church initiatives in the field of prevention
stigmatization and discrimination of trafficking victims.
- Attraction trafficking victims to active participation in a Church life and
Church social work
- Coordination of programs on stigmatization prevention inside the Church
and with other interested parties.
- Attraction of attention of the population to ethical standards and
demonstration of love to trafficking victims as bases of Christian view.
- The Sermon, as a voice of Church: (mass-media, private/individual
conversations on Sunday and in public schools)
Task 5. Strengthen Church potential in granting help for trafficking
victims.
Directions of activity:
- Clerics and laymen education concerning support for trafficking victims
and members of their families.
- Adjustment of cooperation with non-church shelters for trafficking
victims.
- Organization of church shelters for spiritual and social rehabilitation of
trafficking victims.
- Support and coordination of Church and public initiatives in the field of
human trafficking.
- Close interaction with medical and social profile organizations.
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Annex II
Participants’ reports
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Alina Brasoveanu, OSCE
Labour trafficking in Russia.General THB situation
The latest tendencies on trafficking in human beings in the CIS
region show that during the past few years Russia and Kazakhstan have
become countries of destination. The origin countries are the Central Asian
and Caucasus countries, as well as Moldova and Ukraine. Less is know
about the exploitation of Belarus national in Russia as they can move freely
across borders and are not subjected to registration rules.
Our office has conducted a series of project activities in these
countries, including two assessments in Russia and Kazakhstan of the
existing mechanisms to identify and assist trafficked persons. We have paid
specific attention to what happens to victims of labour exploitation. The
reason is that anti-trafficking responses have always targeted trafficking for
sexual exploitation, leaving unaddressed cases of labour exploitation. As a
result, if for victims of sexual exploitation some systems have been created
to identify and assist, they have very rarely been used for victims of labour
exploitation. And I will explain later now.
In my presentation I will talk mainly about Russia, as Kazakhstan is
not a destination country for Moldavians, Belarus or Ukrainians, although
single cases may exist.
According to a number of researches conducted in Russia, the overall
number of irregular migrants is believed to be at least 5-6 million
(estimates range from 4 to 12 million). 90% of labour migrants from CIS
countries work illegally in the shadow sectors of the labour market.
Approximately one third of all labour migrants, i.e. approximately 2
million people, are in the Moscow region. The wide difference in standard
of living between different regions also fosters trafficking within the
country.
The spheres in which exploitation is particularly widespread are
construction, trade on markets, domestic work and in prostitution. In a
significant number of cases, migrants are exploited by their co-nationals
who have acquired Russian nationality or managed to set up successful
companies. The occurrence of slave labour elements such as unpaid work,
debt bondage, physical or psychological abuse, and taking away of
migrants’ documents may reach 20-30% or higher according to an ILO
study. Migrants live in horrendous conditions, often at the work place (for
example on construction sites in special train carriages, in apartments that
are being renovated, or in dugouts (землянках)). They kept themselves
warn using burners powered from gas cylinders which could explode at any
moment. They have to work very long hours, had no access to health care
or legal counselling, while their children have no access to education.
Migrants are often treated like criminals, with mass deportations being a
common way of “combating illegal migration”. Those deported often
include victims of forced labour and trafficking in human beings, since no
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efforts are made to identify such victims among migrants while being
deported.
Many experts assert that trafficking for slave labour is the most
widespread form of trafficking in human beings in Russia.
The victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation are mainly children,
both boys and girls, and young women. Moscow is a large city with a huge
and varied entertainment and sex industry with the latter ranging from
railway stations and street prostitution to elite prostitutes.
Migrants are often discriminated not only by the regular population, but
also by Government officials, including law enforcement authorities and
judges. When stopped by police (милиция) on streets, they are often
harassed with questions and their passports are taken and tore apart. From
here, they become even more vulnerable and an easy prey for exploiters.
This is the reason why most migrants prefer not to leave their work place,
even if they have documents. This, their freedom of movement is restricted
and their options of seeking assistance, medical help, or of creating social
networks are entirely restricted. Many migrants do not speak Russian
language, another reason for them being confided to the work place. If
cases are brought against them to court for deportation, the judges will
never appoint a translator, therefore often migrants are not aware even of
the charges brought against them. The lawyers appointed by the court are
not interested in preparing an appropriate defense. Neither law
enforcement, nor judges ask clarifying questions to identify instances of
exploitation. Migrants are immediately deported without being allowed to
seek justice against their exploiters.
The situation of street children, many of whom are from CIS
countries raises even more concerns. Various estimates put the number of
homeless or neglected children in Russia, at between one and three million.
There have been no studies conducted regarding the trafficking of children
to Russia. St. Petersburg has one NGO, working on child exploitation with
very limited funds. For Moscow, Terre des Hommes Moldova opened a
small office that is finding Moldovan children in different parts of Russia
and repatriates them home where assistance and rehabilitation is provided.
They have the mandate to help only Moldovan children and can not answer
to numerous requests coming from orphanages, shelters or detention
centres to help children from Ukraine or Central Asian countries.
Children are commonly used for begging (minors between 5-14
years old young girls are used for sexual exploitation, while many of them
are exposed to mixed forms of exploitation. Minors boys of 15-17 years old
work in construction. They are picked up on streets by militia and sent
either to hospitals where they must undergo through a 3 days check up.
Children referred to orphanages or shelters can spend there only six
months. Others are sent to special detention centres for children. In very
many cases they manage to run away and end up in streets or are deported
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to the home country. They are never identified as trafficked and provided
with appropriate assistance by state authorities.
One case reported to Terre des Hommes was of two 16 years old
girls who were forced to work in prostitution at a railway station in
Moscow. Police arrested them, without even attempting to identify them as
trafficked, or to provide them with some sort of assistance as they both
were minors. The girls were released when the traffickers bailed them out.
They were brought back to the same place and forced again into
prostitution.
Very often children are brought to Russia from Moldova by traffickers
who receive from parents letters empowering them to take children abroad.
The most vulnerable children are those whose parents already work abroad
and they live only with their grandparents. In many cases children, not
only those from Moldova, end up in Russia with their parents and are
forced to beg by them.
I.

Assitance

During the past few years the ODIHR Anti-Trafficking Programme has
focused its efforts on increasing the visibility of trafficking for forced
labour. Particularly, we look at the identification practices and the
assistance needs of these persons. From the data that we gathered a few
conclusions can be drawn:
 Unlike trafficked persons for sexual exploitation who would present
themselves one way or another as victims of sexual exploitation,
those exploited in labour never see themselves as victims;
 They do not come forward as often to complain about their situation.
Notwithstanding the lack of salary pay and the dreadful living
conditions, they think they are better off in the country of destination
than back home. They are aware that they have to go through
difficult hardships, but that they will manage to pay off their debts or
find better jobs. A recent study we conducted in Kazakhstan shows
that the great majority of persons trafficked for labour manage to get
out of trafficking with their own efforts after one or more years.
 It is very difficult to reach persons exploited in private households as
neither state authorities or other entities has the right to enter private
territory;
 If cases of sexual exploitations are investigated more thoroughly,
labour exploitation cases are investigated only for the most serious
situations of slavery, when people are chained up and kept in the
harshest conditions;
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 Migrants are deported in big numbers by busses or planes, often
without a court decision. There are no procedures in place to identify
trafficked persons among those who are being deported;
 There have been no cases in which persons exploited in labour
received the unpaid salaries or compensation through official
channels, i.e. through courts. Migrants are often not considered
credible witnesses in criminal cases. Their illegal entry into the
country or the lack of residence status stands against them. This
leads to a distrust of the justice system by victims and inhibits their
access to justice;
 This is why, to assist persons exploited in labour, new partners have
to be identified, such as migrants rights organizations, trade unions,
and diasporas with which organizations like the ones represented
here could develop partnerships.
II.

Alternative practices to assist trafficked persons for labour
exploitation
We are quite well familiar with systems for assisting trafficked persons
for sexual exploitation. The elements of these systems are the
identifications, referral into a shelter for assistance and support, provision
of medical and psychological services, and rehabilitation. As I mentioned
above, migrants have no trust in in law enforcement or in the justice
systems. Therefore, they are looking for alternative ways of finding
support. I would like to present now a few good practices we found in
Russia for the assistance of persons exploited in forced labour.
 Support by trade unions
The ILO project in Moscow has set up a project through which the
Trade Union of Construction Workers is providing support to migrant
workers in partnership with a similar Trade Unions organization from
Tajikistan. Tajik migrants can become members of the Tajik TU and once
in Russia, they can apply for membership with the Russian TU. They
receive TU membership cards they can show to militia if stopped on streets
and thus attest their identity and avoid harassment. The TU helps migrants
to receive the unpaid salaries from their employers. It was enough for the
TU just to send a letter to the employer and the full amount was paid. Of
course those migrants have been fired from their jobs, but they would never
agree for their cases to be taken to courts. The TU established an informal
agreement with a director of a detention centre for migrants for the
members of the TU to be released if they are detained. Also, the TU keeps
a data base of reliable employers and helps migrants to find employment
with those companies. Although the project was set up to help only Tajik
migrants, the TU accepted as members migrants from other countries,
including Belarus, Ukraine and Moldova.
 The Tochik Tajik diaspora organization
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The diaspora takes up cases and complaints filed by the Tajik
migrants. It often mediates cases between migrants and exploiters for pay
back salaries or better work and living conditions. When there are mass
violations of the migrants’ rights, the diaspora’s response is to bring the
cases out to the media. As an example of one case: 113 Tajik migrant
workers have worked for a year on a construction site. They built two
buildings outside Moscow, work that normally should have been done by
300 workers. When the construction works finished, the employer
denounced the migrants to police as staying illegally in the country. The
migrants were arrested and deported shortly afterwards. The Tochik
diaspora made the case public through various TV stations and the director
of the company was fired from work.
 Assistance by consular officers
In the great majority of cases, migrants will address consular officers
only when they are arrested because of their irregular status. They will do
their best to release replacement documents in the shortest terms for the
migrants to be released from detention, even though they are deported
subsequently back home. The Tajik consul has set a practice of visiting the
eight detention centres for foreigners in Moscow once a week to find out
who was arrested and who would need any assistance. In one case, the
Kyrgyz consul learned from the family of a young Kyrgyz man that he had
not contacted them during a year of working in Russia, when suddenly they
received an amount of 400 $ via Western Union. They did not know
anything about his whereabouts and asked the consul to find him. The
consul subsequently asked informally a few members of the Kyrgyz
diaspora to find him giving them only his name, his region of origin in
Kyrgyzstan and a short description. He was contacted back in five days and
informed that somebody who matched the description had been seen on a
construction site. The consul found the young man at the place indicated
and learned that he had been working for a year on a different construction
site without being paid at all. He managed to leave that place and find a job
for renovating an apartment and was paid 500 $ per month. The money
were transferred to his family by the workers supervisor.
The practices described above show that there are a number of ways
through which persons exploited in labour can receive the assistance they
need. As a rule, the entities I mentioned above never identify migrants as
being trafficked persons. They only help those who are in very difficult
situations. At a closer look, one can see that many of those migrants are in
exploitative situations. Migrants rights organizations, trade unions and
diasporas work with the same target group with which anti-trafficking
NGOs are working. Therefore, closer partnerships should be built with
these organizations when it comes to assisting trafficked persons.
III. The right of trafficked persons and raising awareness of rights
It is very difficult to provide information about rights to exploited persons.
Many of the service providers have difficulties in finding or accessing
24

exploited persons. While migrants trust more their own migrants networks
than outside institutions. Information about service providers will spread
through the migrants community, especially when there is information
about successful assistance. Therefore, to spread information about
migrants rights, it is important to work through communities and migrants
networks or diasporas.
The awareness raising materials should refer to and explain the rights
migrants have in countries of destination and the organizations that can
provide assistance (not only the anti-trafficking NGOs, but also the
migrants NGOs, diasporas and trade unions).
Language classes for undocumented migrants may offer a way of providing
them with information about their rights and building their trust in other
organizations or institutions.
Migrants NGOs and trade unions need in some cases to be sensitized
to the role they can play in assisting trafficked/exploited persons.
The awareness raising materials have to be written in a language easy to
understand for migrants. Booklets and brochures should also explain to
migrants what rights they have in countries of destination, such as the right
to health care, education and training, fair working conditions and housing.
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